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 Double Exposure allows you to create 2 separate exposures in a single frame, or merge two separate exposures into one image.
With Asi Wind's Double Exposure you're able to take a part of your subject, make it move, and end up with an eye-popping

image, completely unique to you and your creativity. The ability to capture movement within a single frame allows you to create
unique compositions, and the possibilities are endless. Double Exposure is a terrific tool for capturing unusual stories and

events, whether from the normal world or from the psychedelic universe. Double Exposure is a time-based demonstration that’s
fun to play with, easy to learn, and has lots of uses. Double Exposure is the perfect introductory effect for the everyday

entertainer, as well as the veteran magic professional. Double Exposure features cutting edge visual effects with which you can
surprise your audience. If you’re ready to learn a cutting edge effect that allows you to double your creative impact, then Double

Exposure is what you’ve been looking for. Features: 2 Separate and simultaneous exposures create a ghostly image of your
subject, showing the original subject, as well as a second simultaneous image, showing only your chosen subject. You can move

the cutout, remove it, re-position it, and even control the speed of the move. The effect can be done using any borrowed or
borrowed and borrowed or borrowed camera. With Double Exposure you can create impressive dual exposures of your subject,
both completely new and unique to you and your creativity. The photographic image and your chosen subject will be displayed
simultaneously within a single frame, showing your chosen subject and your artistic interpretation of it, as well as the original
subject. A mind-blowing new take on a classic effect. Painted Light by Kevin Wind is a reality-altering version of the classic

Moveaway that happens within a borrowed camera . Painted Light allows you to create an image that changes in appearance as
your audience looks at it. At the base of the photo, a single color appears, but then as your audience moves their eyes towards
the top of the image, the color changes and changes again, until it reaches the finish line of the photo. The ability to create an

image that changes appearance as your audience looks at it is a wonderful tool for entertainment, allowing you to create images
that no one has ever seen before, and for the purpose of storytelling, making your spectator look at 520fdb1ae7
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